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Notes on the application of Law 91A
[a] In the absence of strong mitigating factors, a first offence will receive a
minimum of 3 imps or 10% of a top penalty. The offenders should also be warned
that according to the Code a second offence may result in their suspension or
disqualification from the event.
Please note that the 3 imps or 10% of a top are the minimum amounts & the TD
may increase thisat his discretion up to & including disqualification from the event
should circumstances warrant it. This may be when there is no reasonable
expectation of the unacceptable behaviour being immediately rectified, e.g.
extreme inebriation, entirely inappropriate dress.
[b] In the absence of strong mitigating factors, a second offence may result in
suspension or disqualification from the event. Whilst disqualification remains the
last resort for the TD & all other avenues should be explored before using it, the
TD is empowered to disqualify serious or persistent offenders against the Code
[approval under Law 91B is hereby conferred on the TD for this procedure]. . Note
that such disqualification or suspension automatically involves the rest of his pair
or team as appropriate.
[c] While these penalties are not normally appealable, if there is a reasonable case
the Tournament Director will usually allow it to be considered by an Appeals
Committee. The Tournament Director is not bound to follow their advice.
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(D)Notes – Competitions
D1. THE KEVIN and ANN SLEE TROPHY (VICTOR LUDORUM).
Restricted to players whose primary county is Devon. Limited to the events marked
with an asterisk in the Calendar, and starting with the AGM Swiss Teams. Players
will score 14 points for a win reducing by one point to 14th place. There are two
exceptions; The Julia Chadwick Pairs which will be 21 points reducing by one to
21st place, and The Western Morning News where 7 points will be awarded to a
match in a round not involving any byes. Tied places will share the points of the
two places.
The following County (or section) events currently qualify as VL events
Devon Teams For The Western Morning News Trophy
7 points will be awarded to a match in a round not involving any byes with a bonus
7 for the winners up to a maximum of 28.
Devon Pairs For The Julia Chadwick Trophy
The awards are 21 for 1st place reducing to 1 for 21st place.
The Devon Swiss Teams
The John Woolcott Weekend
The North Devon Congress
The Graphic Cup
The Plymouth Congress
For each of the above where there are 28 or more entries the awards are 14 for 1st
place reducing to 1 for 14th place. For pairs events in which there are fewer than
28 entries, the awards start at the half way point with 1 VL point and go upwards
from there to 1st increasing by 1 point each time. e.g. with, say, 16 entries, the top
pair/team would get 8 VL points reducing by 1 down to 8th place.
For teams events in which there are fewer than 28 entries, the awards start at the
half way point with 2VL points and go upwards from there increasing by 2VL points
each time. e.g. with, say 8 entries, the top team would get 8VL points reducing by 2
down to 4th place.

The following County (or section) events are currently dormant but did qualify as
VL events: Jack And Jill;
Pivot Teams;
Ali Khan Cup

